The information encoded in all eukaryotic genomes is organized into a nucleoprotein complex called chromatin. Chromatin is essential for compacting genomic DNA and plays a primary role in governing the expression status of genes. Chromatin is a diverse and dynamic polymer whose composition is modulated to build specialized chromosome structures, such as those found at centromeres and telomeres (for review, see Grewal and Moazed 2003) . The fundamental repeating unit of chromatin is the nucleosome, containing an octamer of histone proteins, two each of H2A, H2B, H3, and H4, around which 146 bp of DNA wraps 1.7 times. This review will focus on how nucleosomes are assembled by histone chaperones that deposit histones during DNA replication or RNA transcription. We will begin by describing the biophysical properties governing nucleosome formation and the mechanisms of de novo nucleosome formation at sites of DNA synthesis. Then, we will discuss the functional overlap between histone chaperones involved in DNA replication-coupled and replication-independent nucleosome assembly. Finally, we will review recent data demonstrating the role of histone chaperones in the tight temporal coupling of histone deposition and DNA replication.
MOLECULAR MECHANISMS OF NUCLEOSOME ASSEMBLY Nucleosome Architecture
Nucleosome assembly occurs in two steps. First, histones H3 and H4 are deposited onto DNA, followed by the addition of histones H2A and H2B (for review, see Verreault 2000) . This order of addition reflects the structure of the nucleosome (Luger et al. 1997 ) and the biophysical properties of histone subcomplexes (Eickbush and Moudrianakis 1978) . In the nucleosome, an (H3/H4) 2 tetramer organizes the central 120 bp of the DNA and is flanked by two histone H2A/H2B dimers. In the absence of DNA, the histone octamer is stable only when salt concentrations exceed 2 M and the temperature is maintained near 4ºC. At more physiological conditions, histone octamers dissociate into two H2A/H2B dimers and an (H3/H4) 2 tetramer (Kornberg and Thomas 1974; Eickbush and Moudrianakis 1978) . These stable subcomplexes had previously been thought to be the only intermediates in nucleosome formation (for review, see Verreault 2000) ; as discussed below, this view has been challenged by recent data (Tagami et al. 2004 ).
The primary forces governing nucleosome formation are electrostatic. Combining pure histones and DNA at physiological salt concentrations results in the formation of insoluble aggregates. However, high concentrations of anionic molecules facilitate in vitro nucleosome formation by shielding the positively charged histones. Indeed, gradual reduction of salt concentration also promotes nucleosome formation because (H3/H4) 2 tetramers associate with DNA more avidly then H2A/H2B dimers (for review, see Kaufman and Almouzni 2000) . Because charge shielding is sufficient to promote nucleosome assembly in vitro, verification of the physiological relevance of biochemically identified histone chaperones has been important. This had previously been most easily achieved in genetically tractable organisms. However, the recent introduction of siRNA techniques has facilitated the study of deposition factors in human cell culture experiments (Hoek and Stillman 2003; Nabatiyan and Krude 2004) .
DNA Replication Creates Platforms for Epigenetic Marks
The deposition of a genome's worth of nucleosomes occurs concomitant with DNA replication during S phase. To understand how histone chaperones coordinate with the DNA replication machinery we will first review some of the fundamentals of eukaryotic DNA replication. A prominent theme of this discussion will be the cascade of protein-protein interactions that guide the assembly and disassembly of replisome components and thereby order events during DNA replication. This will lead to consideration of how replication proteins regulate epigenetic states.
DNA replication.
To dissect eukaryotic DNA synthesis in vitro, biochemists have taken advantage of viral replication systems to circumvent the complexity of cellular origins. Plasmids harboring the Simian Virus 40 (SV40) DNA replication origin are replicated in human cell extracts upon addition of a single virally encoded protein, the SV40 large tumor antigen (T antigen) (for review, see Fanning and Knippers 1992) . T antigen is both a DNA sequence-specific replication initiation protein and a DNA helicase. All other factors required for DNA synthesis were isolated from human cell extracts using this assay system (Waga and Stillman 1998) . These include the single-stranded binding protein, RPA, which stabilizes unwound DNA during initiation and plays a central role in regulating replisome formation (Brill and Stillman 1989) . For example, RPA interacts with two other essential components of the replisome, polymerase α (Polα) primase and the clamp-loading complex Replication Factor C (RFC) (see below).
Most polymerases cannot initiate synthesis de novo. Thus, after DNA unwinding, DNA synthesis begins when the four-subunit DNA Polα uses both its RNA primase and DNA polymerase activities to synthesize short (35-50-nt) RNA-DNA primers (Murakami et al. 1992) . Polα is recruited to single-stranded DNA via an interaction with RPA (for review, see Waga and Stillman 1998) . After primer synthesis, DNA replication elongation proceeds continuously on the leading strand and discontinuously on the lagging strand at each Okazaki fragment. Elongation begins with polymerase switching, which occurs when Polα is replaced with the more processive DNA polymerase δ (Polδ) (Tsurimoto and Stillman 1991) . Polδ processivity is greatly enhanced by association with the accessory factor Proliferating-Cell Nuclear Antigen (PCNA). PCNA is a toroidal homotrimer that encircles DNA, topologically tethering polymerases to the DNA template and thus greatly increasing their processivity. PCNA is therefore referred to as a "clamp" (for review, see Jeruzalmi et al. 2002) . The three-dimensional structures, though not the primary sequences, of these clamps are conserved among eubacteria, archaebacteria, bacteriophage T4, and eukaryotes (Jeruzalmi et al. 2002) . Besides polymerases, PCNA also binds to a large number of other proteins involved in DNA replication, repair, and modification (for review, see Warbrick 2000) . Additionally, PCNA directs a nucleosome assembly protein to replicated DNA templates (see below) (Shibahara and Stillman 1999; Zhang et al. 2000; Krawitz et al. 2002) .
The task of topologically loading processivity clamps onto DNA is performed by evolutionarily conserved protein complexes termed "clamp loaders" (for review, see Jeruzalmi et al. 2002) . The eukaryotic PCNA-loading complex is RFC, a DNA-and PCNA-stimulated ATPase that loads PCNA onto 3´OH-primer-template junctions in an ATP-dependent manner. RFC promotes the switch from replication initiation to elongation by competing with Polα for interaction with RPA at primer-template junctions prior to PCNA loading (Yuzhakov et al. 1999 ). This polymerase switch need happen only once on the leading strand, but on the lagging strand occurs at every Okazaki fragment (Waga et al. 1994) . Once RFC has loaded PCNA onto DNA, Polδ binds to PCNA, displacing RFC. Interestingly, RFC may remain associated with the elongating replisome though interactions with Polδ and RPA (Yuzhakov et al. 1999 ). This association would leave RFC available for interaction with factors that regulate DNA replication.
Finally, after elongation, Okazaki fragment maturation occurs. RNA primers are removed by RNase HI and FEN1, the resulting gaps are filled in by the polδ replisome, and the DNA fragments are covalently joined by DNA ligase I (for review, see Waga and Stillman 1998) . FEN1 and DNA ligase I also bind PCNA, highlighting PCNA's central role in coordinating DNA replication events. Similar coordination of PCNA-mediated events operates during strand resealing associated with DNA repair (for review, see Maga and Hubscher 2003) .
Histone deposition during DNA synthesis: Relation to epigenetic marks. Covalent histone modifications, such as methylation, acetylation, and ubiquitination, regulate local chromosome structure and gene expression status (for review, see Jenuwein and Allis 2001) . These modifications can function as epigenetic marks defining chromosome regions independent of DNA sequence. The new histones deposited during DNA synthesis are not marked in the same way as the parental histones (RuizCarrillo et al. 1975; Jackson et al. 1976 ) and thus might erase or dilute existing epigenetic marks. Therefore, a major question regarding replication-linked nucleosome assembly had been the fate of parental nucleosomes after passage of the replication fork. To address this, pulsechase experiments were performed using isotope and density labels to mark parental histones. Upon cross-linking of histones in nucleosomes and separation of labeled species by density gradient sedimentation, two distinct species of nucleosomes were detected. The first contained tetramers of new H3/H4 molecules in the same nucleosome as two dimers of old H2A/H2B. The second contained tetramers of old H3/H4 associated with one dimer of new and one dimer of old H2A/H2B (Jackson 1987) . These data are consistent with the structure and biophysical properties of the nucleosome, and suggest that the (H3/H4) 2 tetramers and H2A/H2B dimers of parental nucleosomes are separately inherited behind the replication fork. Furthermore, (H3/H4) 2 tetramers are segregated to the daughter strands as intact units, while H2A/H2B dimers randomly reassociated with new and old (H3/H4) 2 tetramers on both daughter strands ( Fig. 1 ) (Jackson 1987 (Jackson , 1990 Gruss et al. 1993) . These data are consistent with other experiments demonstrating that incorporation of H3 and H4 precedes H2A and H2B in vivo (Worcel et al. 1978) and in vitro (Smith and Stillman 1991) . Intriguingly, recent data suggest that histone chaperones may bind dimers of H3/H4 instead of tetramers (Tagami et al. 2004) suggesting that two chaperone molecules may act in concert to form new (H3/H4) 2 tetramers.
Notably, models for the lateral spreading of chromatin states easily accommodate interspersed new and parental histones (for review, see Richards and Elgin 2002) . These models rely on recent data describing the self-reinforcing nature of epigenetic marks, in which a particular mark recruits the enzymes responsible for generating that mark. For instance, methylation of H3 lysine 9 (H3-K9Me) is an epigenetic mark recognized by the HP1 protein. HP1, in turn, interacts with the H3 K9 methyltransferase, Su(var)3-9, thus recruiting the marking enzyme to areas already containing the mark. Additionally, like HP1, Su(var)3-9 contains a conserved chromodomain that contributes to targeting the methyltransferase to heterochromatin via the H3-K9Me mark (Melcher et al. 2000) . Epigenetic marks on histones, then, generally are renewed after DNA replication. However, replication may Quivy et al. 2001) . In mammalian cells, CAF-1 colocalizes with DNA replication foci during S phase, and is recruited to sites of DNA repair at other times (Krude 1995; Green and Almouzni 2003) , consistent with a function at sites of DNA synthesis. Recent work shows that inactivation of CAF-1 in human cells blocks cell cycle progression via S phase checkpoint activation (Hoek and Stillman 2003; Ye et al. 2003) . Additionally, shutting off histone synthesis during S phase blocks DNA synthesis in human cells (Nelson et al. 2002; Ye et al. 2003) . Together, these data demonstrate a requirement for coordinating nucleosome assembly and DNA replication in human cells. In contrast, in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, DNA replication can be completed in the absence of new histone synthesis, although the resulting chromosomes are unable to segregate and viability is lost (Han et al. 1987; Kim et al. 1988) . These data suggest that human cells are more sensitive to perturbation of histone deposition during S phase.
Data from multiple organisms demonstrate that replication-linked histone deposition contributes to epigenetic control of gene expression. In budding yeast, the genes encoding the CAF-1 subunits (CAC1, CAC2, and CAC3) are not essential and are not required for cell cycle progression (Kaufman et al. 1997) . However, cells lacking CAF-1 are defective in position-dependent gene silencing (Enomoto et al. 1997 (Enomoto et al. , 1998 Kaufman et al. 1997; Monson et al. 1997) . Likewise, Arabidopsis mutants lacking CAF-1 display loss of transcriptional gene silencing and developmental defects in meristematic tissue (Kaya et al. 2001; Takeda et al. 2004) . Additionally, human cells overexpressing a dominant-negative fragment of the large subunit of CAF-1 display reduced transcriptional silencing of a reporter gene (Tchenio et al. 2001) . Together, these data demonstrate that CAF-1 plays a role in regulating chromatin-mediated transcriptional states, and that this function is conserved throughout eukaryotic organisms.
provide a window of opportunity where these marks can be erased or altered. Consistent with this idea, mutations in PCNA alter the extent and stability of epigenetic gene silencing in budding yeast (Zhang et al. 2000; Sharp et al. 2001) . As discussed below, this role for PCNA has been associated with its interaction with the DNA replicationlinked chromatin assembly factor, CAF-1.
Histone chaperones that function during DNA replication. A variety of data from multiple organisms indicate close coordination between DNA synthesis and histone deposition. Nucleosome formation occurs rapidly following DNA replication in vivo (Worcel et al. 1978; Jackson 1990) . Additionally, in both human and yeast cells, histone deposition during S phase is required for viability (Han et al. 1987; Kim et al. 1988; Nelson et al. 2002; Nabatiyan and Krude 2004) , and in human cells concomitant histone deposition is required for completing DNA replication (Hoek and Stillman 2003; Ye et al. 2003) .
Several histone chaperones have been implicated in nucleosome assembly at sites of DNA synthesis (Fig. 2) . Biochemical experiments designed to isolate replicationcoupled chromatin assembly factors from human cell extracts led to the discovery of Chromatin Assembly Factor-1 (CAF-1) (Smith and Stillman 1989) . CAF-1 is an evolutionarily conserved heterotrimeric protein complex that binds histones H3/H4 and delivers them to replicating DNA through an interaction with PCNA (Shibahara and Stillman 1999; Zhang et al. 2000; Krawitz et al. 2002) . Histone deposition proteins at sites of DNA replication. CAF-1 is recruited to replication forks though an interaction with PCNA. Asf1 and CAF-1 cooperate to deposit newly synthesized histones. However, Asf1 and the Hir proteins also contribute to nucleosome formation in a manner independent of CAF-1. Chaperones are also likely to be involved in redepositing parental nucleosomes after replication fork passage. Likely candidates include the FACT complex and the Hir protein complex.
However, CAF-1 is not the only route for delivery of histones H3/H4 to chromatin. In budding yeast, simultaneous disruption of CAF-1 and a second histone chaperone protein complex, the HIR proteins, causes much more severe defects in heterochromatic silencing than observed in cells lacking either complex alone (Kaufman et al. 1998) . Additionally, yeast cells lacking both CAF-1 and HIR proteins also have altered centromeric chromatin and impaired kinetochore function (Sharp et al. 2002) . Together, these data demonstrate significant functional overlap between CAF-1 and the HIR proteins in budding yeast. There are four HIR genes in yeast (HIR1, HIR2, HIR3, and HPC2) that were identified in genetic screens for factors required for repression of histone gene transcription upon replication arrest (Osley and Lycan 1987; Xu et al. 1992) . In humans, a single polypeptide, HIRA, shares homology with both the yeast Hir1 and Hir2 proteins. In budding and fission yeasts and humans, the HIR proteins repress histone transcription outside of S phase (Osley and Lycan 1987; Nelson et al. 2002; Blackwell et al. 2004 ). Additionally, in vitro studies of human and Xenopus HIRA show that HIRA facilitates replication-independent histone deposition (Ray-Gallet et al. 2002; Tagami et al. 2004 ). Thus, the HIR proteins are conserved eukaryotic histone deposition factors that supplement CAF-1 function.
In addition to the HIR proteins, Asf1 is another conserved histone H3/H4-binding and deposition factor. Asf1 was isolated from Drosophila extracts as a factor that stimulates CAF-1 activity in vitro. Specifically, addition of Asf1 stimulates substoichiometric amounts of CAF-1 to produce more nucleosomes (Tyler et al. 1999 ). Asf1 proteins from yeast and humans also display this activity (Sharp et al. 2001; Mello et al. 2002) . Stimulation of CAF-1 by Asf1 likely is related to the direct interaction between Asf1 and the Cac2/p60 subunit of CAF-1 (Tyler et al. 2001; Krawitz et al. 2002; Mello et al. 2002) . Like CAF-1, Asf1 is not essential for viability in S. cerevisiae, and deletion of ASF1 does not significantly alter heterochromatic gene silencing. However, Asf1 is essential for efficient silencing and cell cycle progression in the absence of CAF-1 (Tyler et al. 1999; Sharp et al. 2001; Sutton et al. 2001) . Genetic epistasis experiments demonstrated that Asf1 is required for the HIR protein-mediated silencing pathway, and Asf1 directly binds to HIR proteins (Sharp et al. 2001; Tagami et al. 2004 ). Additionally, Asf1 becomes essential for CAF-1 activity both in vivo and in vitro when the interaction between CAF1 and PCNA is disrupted (Krawitz et al. 2002) . These data suggest that Asf1 provides an alternative mechanism for coupling histone deposition to DNA replication in addition to the PCNA-CAF-1 interaction.
Native protein complexes containing either CAF-1 or Asf1 also contain newly synthesized histones H3 and H4 (Kaufman et al. 1995; Verreault et al. 1996; Tyler et al. 1999) identified by the conserved pattern of acetylation on K5 and K12 of histone H4. These data are consistent with the view that these protein complexes target newly synthesized histones to nascent DNA. However, the functional role for histone acetylation in nucleosome assembly is not yet clear. Histone acetylation is not essential for histone deposition by either CAF-1 or Asf1 in vitro Sharp et al. 2001) . Indeed, the histone H3/H4 amino-termini can be entirely deleted without affecting deposition by CAF-1 . Therefore, the biological role for these modifications may instead be important for transport of newly translated histones into the nucleus. Consistent with this idea, an enzyme complex that performs synthesis-related histone modification has recently been identified in both the cytoplasmic and nuclear compartments (Ai and Parthun 2004; Poveda et al. 2004) .
The ability of CAF-1 and Asf1 to assemble histones regardless of acetylation status suggests an additional possibility regarding histone inheritance during DNA replication. Histones in front of replication forks have different modification patterns than do newly synthesized molecules. Therefore, the lack of modification specificity of CAF-1 and Asf1 would allow them to participate in the transient dissociation and redeposition of parental histones during replication fork movement. Development of efficient in vitro systems for the replication of chromatin templates will be required to test for this activity.
Functional Overlap between Replication-coupled and Replication-independent Histone Deposition
In addition to nucleosome assembly factors that operate during DNA replication, other histone deposition proteins are likely to function during both DNA replication and transcription. Elegant studies recently established the FACT (Facilitates Chromatin Transcription/Transactions) complex as a bona fide histone deposition protein (Belotserkovskaya et al. 2003) . FACT binds histone H2A/H2B dimers, moves them out of the way of elongating RNA polymerase, and subsequently promotes reformation of the nucleosome (Belotserkovskaya et al. 2003; Saunders et al. 2003) . Human FACT was isolated based on its ability to promote transcription elongation on a chromatin template in vitro (Orphanides et al. 1998 ). Additionally, protein components of yeast FACT were isolated as Polα binding factors (Wittmeyer et al. 1999) , and genetic studies in yeast and biochemical studies in Xenopus indicate that FACT facilitates DNA replication as well as transcription (for review, see Formosa 2003) .
In budding yeast, the HIR proteins and Asf1 become important for growth in the absence of FACT (Formosa et al. 2002) . A simple explanation for these genetic interactions is that the HIR/Asf1 proteins, in their capacity as histone chaperones, compensate for defects in FACT-mediated histone deposition (Formosa et al. 2002) . Because FACT appears to act during both replication and transcription, these genetic data raise the possibility that the HIR/Asf1 proteins function during both replication-coupled and replication-independent nucleosome assembly (Fig. 3) .
The extensive functional overlap between replicationcoupled and replication-independent histone deposition in yeast may also be facilitated by the existence of a sin-gle isoform of H3 in this organism. Histone H3 in yeast is most closely related to the constitutively expressed H3.3 isoform of higher eukaryotes found in actively transcribed chromatin (Baxevanis and Landsman 1998; Ahmad and Henikoff 2002) . In human cells, H3.3 copurifies with HIRA but not CAF-1. Human H3.1, in contrast, is expressed exclusively during S phase (Franklin and Zweidler 1977) , and copurifies with CAF-1 but not HIRA (Tagami et al. 2004 ). Thus, in humans there appears to be a clear division of labor between CAF-1-mediated replication-coupled and HIRA-mediated replication-independent histone deposition. However, Asf1 is present in both the H3.1-and H3.3-containing complexes. Thus, in both single-celled yeasts and multicellular eukaryotes, replication-linked and replication-independent histone deposition pathways share Asf1 as a common factor.
Active Coupling of Histone Deposition DNA Replication
In vivo, histone deposition and DNA replication are temporally coupled (Worcel et al. 1978; Sogo et al. 1986; Jackson 1990) , and inhibition of either CAF-1 or new histone synthesis in human cells inhibits DNA replication (Nelson et al. 2002; Hoek and Stillman 2003; Ye et al. 2003) . Why does DNA synthesis halt when histone deposition is disrupted? One possibility is that replication in the absence of chromatin assembly results in DNA damage and activation of checkpoints halts fork movement. Indeed, disruption of CAF-1 activates the DNA Damage/S phase checkpoint (Hoek and Stillman 2003; Ye et al. 2003) . Subsequent inactivation of the checkpoint either by the addition of caffeine or inhibition of both the ATM and ATR checkpoint kinases allowed DNA synthesis to proceed, but reduced cell viability (Ye et al. 2003) . In yeast, the lethality caused by uncoupling histone and DNA synthesis cannot be reversed by restoring histone protein synthesis once cells have completed S phase (Han et al. 1987; Kim et al. 1988) . Together, these data suggest that irreparable damage occurs to chromosomes when DNA is synthesized in the absence of concomitant histone deposition.
What kind of signal leads to checkpoint activation in human cells when CAF-1 function is disrupted? Because DNA synthesis continues in the absence of CAF-1 only when the S-phase checkpoint is removed, it is unlikely that lack of histone deposition causes a topological or physical barrier to DNA replication. Rather, we hypothesize that the observed S-phase arrest occurs because replication forks pause or stall in response to CAF-1 depletion, thereby activating the checkpoint. Consistent with this idea, replication forks themselves act as sensors of DNA damage and are required for the activation of the Sphase checkpoint in response to the DNA alkyating agent MMS (Tercero et al. 2003) .
What proteins are likely to be involved in this chromatin assembly surveillance mechanism? The most wellstudied mechanism for coupling histone deposition and DNA replication is the physical interaction between CAF-1 and PCNA (Shibahara and Stillman 1999; Sharp et al. 2001; Krawitz et al. 2002) . Thus, one possibility is that CAF-1 via PCNA signals to the replisome that histone deposition is occurring. Additionally, the checkpoint kinase, Rad53, has recently been implicated in regulating nonnucleosomal histone protein degradation (Gunjan and Verreault 2003) and in this capacity may function as a sensor of histone levels.
A variety of data suggest that Asf1 is also important for coupling histone deposition to DNA synthesis. In budding yeast, asf1∆ cells, unlike cells lacking CAF-1, are hypersensitive to the replication inhibitor hydroxyurea (HU) (Le et al. 1997; Tyler et al. 1999; Emili et al. 2001; Hu et al. 2001) . Reentry into the cell cycle after HU arrest is poor in cells lacking Asf1 (Tyler et al. 1999) , suggesting the presence of irreversible damage on replication fork arrest when Asf1 is absent. Asf1 physically interacts with the DNA damage and S phase checkpoint kinase, Rad53 (Emili et al. 2001; Hu et al. 2001; Daganzo et al. 2003; Schwartz et al. 2003) . Additionally, deletion of ASF1 causes synthetic growth phenotypes in combination with mutations in a number of genes implicated in DNA replication. These include SGS1, encoding a RecQ-family helicase required for maintaining stalled replication fork integrity (Tong et al. 2001; Cobb et al. 2003) , TOP1, encoding DNA topoisomerase 1, and CDC45, encoding a replication initiation and elongation factor (Tercero et al. 2000; Tong et al. 2004) . Finally, deletion of ASF1 increases the frequency of gross chromosomal rearrangements (Myung et al. 2003) , a common phenotype for cells with DNA replication defects, causes a modest increase in plasmid loss rates that could be indicative of DNA replication or chromosome segregation defects (Le et al. 1997) and also results in increased rates of sister-chromatid exchanges (Prado et al. 2004 ). Together, these data suggest that Asf1 helps to actively couple histone deposition and DNA replication.
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Figure 3. Transcription-coupled histone deposition. RNA transcript elongation requires disruption of nucleosomes ahead of RNA polymerase and reformation of chromatin structure in the wake of the polymerase. FACT performs both of these activities. Additionally, the HIR proteins and Asf1 might also assist reformation of nucleosomes in the wake of RNA polymerase.
CONCLUSIONS
Histones are deposited onto DNA during DNA synthesis and at other times; some histone chaperones likely function in both pathways. Mounting evidence suggests that DNA replication and RNA transcription occur at discrete sites within the nucleus and are accomplished by large macromolecular machines that coordinate the multiple tasks necessary to complete these complex processes (for review, see Cook 1999) . We are just beginning to uncover mechanisms that target histone chaperones to sites of DNA or RNA synthesis. One example of such a targeting mechanism is the interaction between the replicationcoupled histone deposition complex CAF-1 and the DNA polymerase processivity protein PCNA (Shibahara and Stillman 1999; Krawitz et al. 2002) . However, genetic data in yeast suggest that other pathways exist to target histone chaperones, like Asf1, to sites of DNA synthesis (Sharp et al. 2001; Krawitz et al. 2002) . Much remains to be discovered about the molecular mechanisms that couple histone deposition to DNA metabolic processes.
Additionally, recent work demonstrates that concomitant histone deposition and DNA replication are essential for S phase progression in human cells (Hoek and Stillman 2003; Ye et al. 2003) , raising the possibility that cells possess mechanisms for monitoring histone deposition during DNA replication. Understanding this chromatin surveillance and the replication fork defects that occur in the absence of histone deposition will be important contributions to our comprehension of genome stability.
